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2020 brought challenges and a time of isolation, but it also sparked togetherness and creativity. At 

Harrods, we strove to bring a sense of positivity and escapism by continuing to inspire our community 

on the fascinating world of fragrance. 

DIGITAL CONTENT

We pivoted to a digital focus, offering our audience an ongoing schedule of rich content and 

knowledgeable discussion, while focusing on the ability for scent to uplift and enhance wellness.

H BEAUTY

H beauty launched in September 2020,  bringing a disruptive new retail concept to the UK landscape.

SHANGHAI FASHION WEEK

Reaching beyond the UK, Harrods also partnered with Penhaligon’s to bring a unique fragrance 

experience to the China market during Shanghai Fashion Week. 



DIGITAL CONTENT

‘HAPPY NOTES’ CAMPAIGN
FIND YOUR JOY, AND SPRITZ IT!

SUMMER 2020



HAPPY NOTES
JUNE 2020

Harrods partnered with select fragrance brands to 

create a unique and inspirational journal of their 

scents. Each Brompton Road window featured an 

oversized journal with perfumer quotes and a series of 

3D and 2D creative elements that focused on key 

ingredient stories.

We also reinvented our ‘Haute Notes’ social media 

franchise into ‘Happy Notes’. This lit up our social feed

each week with deeper storytelling – linking the scents 

to positivity and wellbeing.



BROMPTON ROAD WINDOWS

LANCÔME 
ATELIER COLOGNE  XERJOFF

GIVENCHY CAROLINA HERRERA ATELIER VERSACE



Published weekly on @harrodsbeauty- giving a spotlight on fine and niche perfumes.

SOCIAL MEDIA
@HARRODSBEAUTY ‘HAPPY NOTES’



Campaign featured in ‘Sunday Supplement’ franchise and linked to ‘Happy Notes’ article on harrods.com 

Dedicated beauty emails showcased Fragrance heroes and expert curations.

@harrods Main Grid @harrodsbeauty Beauty Newsletter

SOCIAL MEDIA & EMAIL
‘HAPPY NOTES’



‘Perfume Pick-Me-Ups’ editorial educates customers on how perfume can boost spirits and emotions.

HARRODS.COM
‘HAPPY NOTES’



ONGOING DIGITAL SUPPORT



July 2020

Thierry Wasser, Guerlain

Discussion around creation 
process featuring Harrods 
Worldwide Exclusive Royal 

Extract II

@HARRODSBEAUTY - IGTV

August 2020

Paco, 
Harrods Fragrance Concierge

Discovery of Salon de Parfums 
recently opened boutique 

highlighting Harrods exclusive 
fragrances

January 2020

Private tour through the 
Salon de Parfums with 

Mia Collins, 
Harrods Head of Beauty



October 2020

Sergio Momo, 
Founder of Xerjoff

Tour of the Xerjoff boutique in Salon de 
Parfums and presentation of latest 
launch: 17/17 Lunosa Pure Perfume

October 2020

Kilian Hennessy
Kilian master perfumer and 

Founder

Introduction to latest launch: 
The Liquors

December 2020

Victoria Christian, 
daughter of Clive Christian and brand 

ambassador

Introduction about Clive Christian 
perfume house, storytelling on 

British history

@HARRODSBEAUTY - IGTV



By invitation only, an account managed by our Personal Shopping team continually showcases new launches 
(products, services, takeovers, pop up etc.) to our VIP clients, pulsing curated content regularly through the year.

Lunar Year 2020 Valentine’s Day 
2020

Penhaligon’s semi-bespoke service in Salon de Parfums

Katie’s scents selection, Katie Service, Harrods Beauty Editorial Director

SOCIAL MEDIA 
@BROMPTONROAD (PRIVATE ACCOUNT)

Roja Parfums focus

Chinese Valentine’s Day Gift Edit



ONGOING PUBLISHING SUPPORT



HARRODS MAGAZINE

Fashion Scents

Launch of Atelier Versace, a 
new collection composed of 6 

fragrances



HARRODS MARCH/APRIL ISSUE

HARRODS 100

Harrods curated list of the 
most desirable luxuries in-

store from fabulous fashion to 
ethical indulgences and 

timeless investment pieces

Wild and Wonderful 

Feature on 8 fragrances with 
botanical / floral ingredients



HARRODS MARCH/APRIL ISSUE

Serge Lutens 20th anniversary 

Interview with Serge Lutens at 
Marrakech for the 20th

anniversary of his eponymous 
brand

The ‘Noses who know’ 

10 of fine fragrances’ biggest 
hitters talk scent memories 
and favourite spots to spritz



HARRODS JULY/AUGUST ISSUE

Liquid Gems

Launch of new category for 
fine-jewellery brand Graff: a 
collection of 6 fragrances, at 

Harrods, Worldwide 
exclusivity for 6 months



HARRODS MAY/JUNE ISSUE

Shape Shifters

Deconstructing a selection of 
fine fragrances



HARRODS NOVEMBER/DECEMBER ISSUE

Spirited Away

Shopping fragrance for your 
chakra



SHANGHAI FASHION WEEK



THE HARRODS STUDIO
SHANGHAI FASHION WEEK, OCT 2020

PENHALIGONS x THE HARRODS GREEN HOUSE

Harrods hosted a 3-day ‘live broadcast studio’ pop-up at Shanghai Fashion Week. 

During the event, guests a were invited to enjoy ‘The Harrods Studio Greenhouse’ 

which included a unique-to-Harrods experience in partnership with Penhaligon’s.  

KOLs, clients and industry insiders were invited to book an exclusive Penhaligon’s

fragrance consultation. Guests were guided by a brand expert to determine their 

favourite scent from the Portraits collections – including the Harrods exclusive, Mr. 

Harrods. They were then invited to create a personalised seed pot using the seeds of 

the flowers that represent the key notes of their favourite scent.  After the 

consultation, guests walked away with their favourite scent and beautiful images taken 

during the session to share across social channels.  



46 leading media, 51 influential KOLs and 65 industry insiders attended The Harrods Studio with the Greenhouse experience in between 

live-stream sessions and Harrods experiences, including the Harrods Greenhouse with Penhaligon’s fragrance.

KOLs that were invited to the Greenhouse experiences accumulated over 34 million followers on social media.

THE HARRODS STUDIO GREENHOUSE WITH PENHALIGON’S

“ I’m so impressed by the Harrods 

Greenhouse in association with 

Penhaligon’s fragrance. It reminds me of 

the good old days visiting Salon de 

Parfums in Harrods, which is an 

unforgettable place for perfume lovers ”

Tippi Gong, luxury fashion influencer with 

over 2,921,000 Weibo followers





H BEAUTY LAKESIDE

Harrods opened its first standalone beauty concept, H beauty, in Lakeside, 

Essex on 17th September 2020.

H beauty is a place for experiential beauty – innovating the local store 

experience and upgrading the way you shop - a place where all beauty 

lovers are welcome. It combines the diverse portfolio of premium and 

luxury brand offering with Harrods famous experiential beauty retail 

environment, to bring something entirely new to UK’s beauty lovers.

The launch of H beauty attracted a regional customer to a selection of the 

exceptional fragrance brands that Harrods Beauty Halls are celebrated for. It 

allowed brands to reach a new audience in Essex, as well as a chance for 

local customers to experience new and known fragrances in a totally 

different way.



FRAGRANCES AT H BEAUTY

Fragrance in H beauty emulates everything great and unique that we do 

in Knightsbridge. From finding familiar favourites and cult classics,  to 

discovering a new signature scent, clients can explore a curation of scents 

at brand boutiques, as well as a dedicated Fragrance Zone.

Interactive Playtable activities guide the journey into fragrance discovery 

on a deeper level, while a Sampling Station allows customers to pick and 

choose their favourite deluxe sized sample to take home.



Generated 8.1m impressions

H BEAUTY FRAGRANCE SUPPORT

Generated 3.2m impressionsOver 5.6m accounts reached

‘My H beauty Haul’ Press & influencer gifting, 
featuring a range of fragrance brandsAd campaign

Local influencer outreach in partnership 
with Intu Lakeside

A digital and influencer led campaign helped to drive awareness and launch the physical store. 




